Reflecting Heaven
Notes on the OLMC Sanctuary Renovation
What’s happening? And why?
Advent each year brings a fresh start – a
new liturgical year in which to reflect upon
and celebrate the great mysteries of our life
in Christ. This year at OLMC, Advent brings
with it signs of physical change, as well.
You’ve noticed activity in the nave of the
church: the six clear-glass windows flanking
the sanctuary have sometimes been boarded
over in the past two weeks, and clearly
something is going on. But what?
The answer is a project that’s been in the
works for years, and for which many have
waited with hope and anticipation: renovation
of our sanctuary space, including some
improvements in the nave. This article is the
first in a series over the next few weeks to
walk us through the “whats” and “whys” of
this project.
For some people, “why” is the first
question? Didn’t we just do a major church
renovation 15 years ago? Yes, we did. But
that renovation was focused on, to borrow
and adapt a real estate phrase: space,
space, and space. We added 300 seats to
the church, expanded gathering space and
overflow seating in the narthex, provided
meeting rooms in the lower level, and added
a sacristy and the holy prayer space of the
Adoration
Chapel.
Space
was our
greatest
need, and
matters of
beauty,
for good or ill, took a back seat to that
priority.

Over the subsequent years, other
priorities have continued to take precedence
over beautifying the church space. Building
and supporting chapels and a major school
in Haiti, promoting vocations through building
a rectory adequate for our priests and
seminarians, providing a convent to house
our expanding community of sisters, building
and maintaining the magnificent Matthew 25
Center, in which God’s love and mercy are in
action day in and day out in service to the
poor, and providing the trucks necessary to
deliver the aid collected there. Now, after 15
years, it was deemed to be time to return to
the unfinished beautification of the worship
space. Not in lieu of other works of the
church, but rather to inspire us to live Christ’s
love more and more.
The sanctuary, in particular, had an
“unfinished” feel to it after the 2002 project.
For example, the back wall behind the altar
was done in the same floor tile as is in the
narthex and church, hardly setting it off as
the “heaven on earth” that the sanctuary is
supposed to represent.
And the 1970s abstract
stained glass windows
and Stations of the Cross
in our nave, while not
badly done, don’t seem to
achieve the goal of
inspiring one to prayer
and awe when entering
the church. Actually, each
The “Sign of
window represents a
Peace” window
particular moment in the
liturgy (see right), but that
can be hard to see. The
same can be said of the stations; it’s difficult
to determine which station is which. These
elements of the church were in keeping with

the prevailing winds of fashion in the 70s, but
now seem to most to be dated and largely
uninspiring.

Truth, Goodness, and Beauty
An ancient tradition of the Catholic Church
holds that the church building itself should be
a representation of the “Truth, Goodness,
and Beauty” (the “Three Trancendentals”) of
God. The architecture, the furnishings, the
art, and the very ambience should both
represent the Kingdom of God and draw us
into the great meeting of Heaven and earth
that is at the heart of the Mass.

“The Church exists in order to communicate
precisely this: Truth, Goodness, and Beauty in
person.”
- Pope Francis

For this reason, Catholic churches over
the centuries have been rich in symbols of
the things of heaven: rich floral patterns
carved in stone, jewelled stained glass
windows, noble materials, marble altars,
symbols of the Saints and Evangelists, and
more.
In a nutshell, then, the goal of this 2017
renovation is to provide a worship space that
speaks of God’s glory and inspires a person
to a sense of holiness and reverence from
the moment one walks in. Why? Ultimately,
to lead to a deeper relationship with
Jesus Christ and His Church. That
relationship, then, leads to a greater
commitment to Christian service, day in and
day out.

Vertical and Horizontal
At the time Our Lady of Mt. Carmel was
built in the mid 1970s, the trend in Catholic
Church architecture was an emphasis on the
“community” nature of the church. Lower
roofs, a fan-shaped nave that brought the
faithful closer to the altar and face-to-face
with each other, a more casual feel, and the
like.
Most older Catholic churches throughout
history, by contrast, were more “vertically”
oriented. Think of Gothic spires and
windows, flying buttresses, and high ceilings
soaring toward heaven. Interestingly, most
new Catholic churches being built today are
now returning to the more vertical mode,
while still seeing to community needs.
In a classic Catholic
way, “vertical” vs
“horizontal” worship is
not an either/or
proposition; it is rather
both…and! We give
glory to God AND
strive for the holiness
of the community.
What’s the proper
model of this
relationship between
the vertical and the
horizontal? How
about the Cross?
In the present project, the OLMC
renovation committee knew it was important
to embrace and accept the building we have.
It isn’t enough to just “put lots of nice stuff in.”
The renovation strives to draw our minds and
hearts to God a little more vertically, while in
no way losing that marvelous sense of
community that is so important to us as
Catholics.
Stay tuned in coming weeks for more
specifics, and pray for the successful
completion of this project.

